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This paper compares how historical figures are presented in the textbooks of high school World 
History B with the introductory textbooks that are used to teach pedagogy in teacher training classes. 
World History B is due for revision in 2022 and research related to curriculum and class methodology of 
the subject are going to be upgraded. This paper, however, analyzes the current （2020） version of 
textbooks.
There are some points professors of teacher training should take into consideration when they teach 
Introduction to Pedagogy to freshmen or sophomores. For instance, Socrates and Plato are introduced 
as philosophers of ancient Greece in world history textbooks. As the authors have pointed out elsewhere
（Utagawa, Sugiyama, Aono 2020）, these philosophers feature intensively in High School Ethics 
textbooks. The two textbooks used in high school courses cover the same material about Socrates and 
Plato that is covered in the introduction to pedagogy textbook. On the other hand, John Dewey is only 
briefly mentioned in high school world history and the high school ethics textbooks, and introductory 
pedagogy textbooks focus on different aspects of his life and work. Likewise, the material about figures 
featured in the each of the three textbooks seems to have been written without regard to what is covered 
in the others. Due to the inconsistency between textbooks, students may come away with different 
perceptions of historical figures based on the subjects they choose in high school, and their perspectives 
might be different from what is taught in the introductory pedagogy classes.
This survey has just been launched. We need to continue to compare the manner in which different 
historical figures are treated in textbooks of high school subjects with those of Introductory Pedagogy 
Textbooks for teacher training.




























































っている。児玉（2011）は昭和 26 年版，昭和 31 年

























































































































学校地理歴史科「世界史 B」の教科書 7 点（山川出


























































































































































































る（古 屋 2017： 70-71 ほ か）。た だ し，滝 沢（2018：
117）で「社会契約説」の注として言及する，木村・
汐見（2020）で「ルソーについては，『社会契約論』
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